The Problem:
Can’t Let Go Of Salvation!  
Can’t Deny “facts” of Science!

What is Science? - Latin: scio = to know
1. Explanations both natural and supernatural - Theism
2. Explanations only natural (narrow minded) - Naturalism

Two Types of Science

So… Since it is not repeatable, 
History cannot be PROVEN by experimentation 
of Operational Science
Scientific knowledge is constantly changing

1. Theories of Origin of the Solar System: Changed 20 times since 1644—average life span 20 years.
2. Newton’s Laws of Motion: Found not to apply to atomic sized particles.
3. Is Spontaneous Generation possible? Changed between yes and no 5 times since 1650.
4. Structure of the atom: Changed 4 times from 1897 to 1920.
5. Coming Ice Age of 1970: Changed to Global Warming of 1990’s.

Why Science cannot give final answers

1. Problems with the data (facts)
   - The data could be **INCOMPLETE**: Nebraska Man—1 tooth
   - Some data could be **WITHHELD**: (Cherry Picking) Java Man—Wadjak skulls
   - The data could be **FAKED**: Archaeoraptor
   - Researchers could have made **ERRORS**: Rock weathering lab
2. Problems with the Interpretation of data

- **Starting ASSUMPTIONS:**
  - Grand Canyon / Big-Bang
  - Present rate is Key to the Past
  - Bible is the Key to the Past
  - Millions of years to cut canyon: Supports Evolution
  - Huge amount of water to cut canyon: Supports the Flood

- **Personal BIAS:**
  - Trackway of Laetoli

- **PEER PRESSURE:**
  - Global Warming / ID

- **FINITE MIND OF MAN:**
  - Beyond human understanding
Limitations of Science

Why Science cannot give final answers (continued)

3. Multiple Interpretations of the data always exist

JFK Assassination -
Oswald or others?

4. Logical Interpretations may still be false

Similarities -
Common Ancestor or Common Designer?

Thy word is true from the beginning and every one of Thy righteous judgments endureth forever. Psalm 119:160

"Heaven is my throne, and the earth is my footstool. Where is the house you will build for me? Where will my resting place be? Has not my hand made all these things, and so they came into being?" declares the LORD.

"This is the one I esteem: he who is humble and contrite in spirit, and trembles at my word." Isaiah 66:1-2